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The Contemporary Artists love of  
the Book is in its resourceful capacities: 
sculpturally, you may lay it down; 
scripturally, you may extract it at 
will; photographically, it is an optimal 
surface for imaging; performatively,  
it is ready to be enunciated; filmically, 
it is a script in the making; with the 
right commission, you may build; 
curatorially, it is a skeleton key. 
All-in-all, the book at work within 
Contemporary Art we observe 
information becoming a conceptual-
visual leverage. 

A brief sketching of Contemporary 
Art’s attributes and how this discipline 
is instituted can give proximal 
understandings to this concentration 
of practice. Without undertaking 
refinement, even when what is under 
interrogation is something oblique  
with references only tenuously 
connected, would be to consistently 
fall trap to misapprehension and 
misacting: ‘where to read is to  

JEROME NGAN-KEE

Bookended Contemporaneity:  
A Proclivity of Determination

1. Danielle MacBeth, “What Is 
It to Think?,” Glass Bead, 2017, 
www.glass-bead.org/article/
what-is-it-to-think/?lang=enview.

2. Peter Osborne, The 
Postconceptual Condition: Critical 
Essays, (Verso, 2017).

extract the meaning expressed in a 
specially designed system of written 
marks. And because they can be 
read they can be misread’.1 It is 
unfashionable to attempt to reason,  
let alone reason with art, but there  
are enough currents to pull on, 
currents that have a strong pull,  
that makes it both possible and 
imperative. 

To take from Peter Osborne, 
Contemporary Art should be defined 
as a novel relation making between 
visual substrates and a tethering 
to conceptualism (his phrase 
‘Contemporary Art is post-conceptual 
art’).2 For Osborne this double bind is 
sensible not simply as a regurgitation 
of art history (or the coming out of 
the other side), it is the demand 
from his point of view that globalised 
complexity demands (emphatically 
in all the reverberations of spatial 
and temporal terminology). And the 
problem, not to be directed toward 
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Osborne’s more elaborate follow-
throughs (which cannot be engaged 
here), are that these foundational 
attributes of a visual-conceptual 
concoction, being indubitably true 
and indubitably the self-gifted laurels 
of Contemporary Art, enable too 
many paths to follow when neither 
is properly demarcated. The smooth 
integration of conceptual into visual 
can produce visual outputs with little 
ground to stand and the gesture of 
the visual into the conceptual can 
just as easily produce a conceptuality 
with listless basis. The first detriment 
of this double effect is an infinite 
scroll. The second, and why the first is 
problematic, is the forging of jewelry 
with no genuine standards of dime.

In other words, needless that one’s 
working parameters may be an apt 
output to a certain placement in the 
world, this is far from rendering the 
associated scopes as worthwhile 
undertakings — the latter, by and 
large is little concern, as we shall 
see, to Contemporary Art. This is 
accentuated through the institutions 
of Contemporary Art leading to the 
disciplinary matter being constantly 
tightened (in generatively vague ways). 
Evidenced most significantly in the 
placarding of ‘research’ within tertiary 
level education (that need have little 
communal direction other than ‘make 
something’ and ‘submit it’) and the  
so-called ‘curatorial epidemic’.

The ‘curatorial epidemic’ for Stefan 
Heidenreich is understood as a mode 
of art that requires art be ‘about 
something’.3 This is both a demand 
of the curators and a demand that 
bleeds into what art is made. It is no 
surprise that curating has bloomed in 
tandem with Contemporary Art when 
we consider the conceptual impulse 
of this discipline and a conceptual 
leniency that is made when something 
is ‘about something’. An arrangement 
of art that is not only individually 
determined but its determinants 
must be a perpetuation of a curator’s 
individualism e.g. employment. 
Curators cannot be solely to blame, 
of course they are influenced by PR 
mentalities and financial pressures, 
but there is something more perverse 
than simplistic paternal governance. 
Curators may better accentuate, find 
better returns and hold more guidance 
to what happens within Contemporary 
Art, but the artist’s scope should not 
entirely be subject to a bowing down. 
Contemporary Art in all walks has 
become a way of thinking, a responsive 
method to how art approaches the 
world that is both content with the 
game and profusely keeping itself busy 
… writing, reading, making, curating: 
a hamster in the ball. Additionally, it 
would be crass to read Heidenreich’s 
accusation as an implication that 
art would be better off being ‘about 
nothing’ or without curation, it is 
rather the grounds are not set for a 

3. Stefan Heidenreich, “Against 
Curating,” Triple Ampersand, 
2017, tripleampersand.org/
against-curating/.
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subtle differentiation, the subtlety of 
where a story is understood as being 
more of a story than a concept, or 
where curation is understood as being 
more conservative than caring. 

Now, books—or what is loosely being 
diagnosed as any textual container 
—act as a gateway between 
being visual media and flirting 
with theoretics. Content provides 
rationale to one’s visual outputs 
whilst simultaneously satisfying 
one’s conceptual desires. Content 
is the stakeholder and vehicle of 
conceptual-visual interactions. A 
book’s nature is of an irreducible 
readymade that alleviates a way of 
art making that is erudite and airtight 
to the Contemporary standard of: 
subjective interactions, researched 
nature, communal fibres and pertinent 
historicity. And though these qualities 
in and of themselves cannot totally 
be discontinued, there needs to 
be a sceptical interpolation on the 
culmination—the feedback of output 
visuality and output conceptuality 
present in Contemporary Art—as 
being a tempestuous generality at 
best. There is a necessity to the 
standards that are inevitably enacted 
within Contemporary Art but our 
questions should be aimed at coming 
to understand what it takes as its 
sufficiencies (especially in the light 
that they are ultimately insufficient). 

Booked works confine to a way-finding 
of clues at once fixated (in appearance, 
decision, and viewed result) yet are 
relegated to diluted commitments 
when unpacked. What is meant by 
this is that despite there being validity 
in putting books to work (a work 
centred on initiation, abstraction, and 
interpretation) we need to take stock 
of what work said books are actually 
doing, and for whom / or what purpose 
this work is done. 

Any conceptualism of art engages 
the deceitful game of accentuating 
a severed visual experience from its 
extant cognitive one, this space itself 
forming the prognostic methodology. 
A confiscating dialectics of what and 
how to think. An ebbing flux from the 
former to the latter (or vice versa) and 
back again: profundity and play. But 
any ideated gap (conceptual-visual) 
is on a vast spectrum ranging from 
inducing didacticism to allowing  
child agency. And for Contemporary 
Art, spectral clarity is counterintuitively 
founded in the vastness and lacking 
of sided adherence of such gaps 
themselves, its means are its ends. 
Contemporary Art is decidedly not  
so much a vacillatory wavering 
between two poles, but a combustion 
that eradicates demarcation. We  
could draft this act as a compounding 
of the what into an localised how  
and likewise the how into a localised 
what. But the localisation of 
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Contemporary Art practice is not in the 
sense of it being densely constricted 
but an open localisation, a bound 
vagarity, not only out of touch with 
the world but out of touch within 
itself. A monotonic drive that creates 
a processual intensity that shies away 
from a procedural base of practice (not 
in the sense of how it can be defined 
but in its movements forward). 

Contemporary Practitioners that claim 
to be antithetical to conceptualism 
or visuality are anomalies within 
Contemporary Art (or are abducted 
by curators to stand in line), that do 
not justify its actuality—additionally, 
neither of which is a remotely 
compelling solution to a way out  
of our present deadlock. The 
problem is rather that the chain of 
interpretation within Contemporary 
Art is decidedly too convoluted 
to internally occupy systematic 
organisation with praiseworthy sense 
of direction: content is flattened out 
and not given ownness to levels of 
operation. Content, that is forcibly 
researched and about something,  
is satisfied within Contemporary 
Art as an annunciation of palpable 
conceptual-visual tokens, e.g. hyper-
idiosyncrasy, diversification or 
quotidian factors, where there are few 
ramifications of commitments beyond 
going public, beyond being shown—a 
prop of genuine conceptualism. There 
is engrained at the content itself, and 

how it is worked with, little severity  
to how Contemporary Art plays.  
The span of the chain, from book  
→ artist → semiotic domain →  
artwork → audience → discursive 
milieu, is only ever loosely bridged  
in the comforts of severed 
appreciations. The Contemporary 
Artist’s approach to informational 
references is a taking hostage of 
content itself. The captive transmits  
a whispered palpable teasing, that 
in its restricted movements, never 
produced a dyadic pulse.

It is here, within Contemporary Art, 
that one’s source or scope never really 
undergoes a content check, as such 
nor can the content presuppose we 
check our context. This is not to say 
that art, or artists, ought to disband 
textual resources altogether, it is 
rather to parse the specific means 
of relation making that are manifest 
within Contemporary Art’s acts of 
translation to these resources and how 
this reading, writing, and making are 
the myopic tendencies of how people 
work here. To claim to pursue language 
without questioning language itself 
at its upmost complexity, not simply 
as an additive lexicon, loses sight in 
intervening with problems (even if 
those problems are how such additive 
interjections qualify their behaviours). 
Contemporary Art illustrates how 
meaning on the accepted basis does 
not translate to meaning in  
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all regards. There is an absence 
meaning to the institutional or 
cognitive structures because of how  
it treats the conceptual-visual medley, 
they do not truly unfold history, nor  
is anything substantial on trial.  

Contemporary Art’s relationality  
is formed (be it of the read artist  
or the audience readers) to only ever 
facilitate disenfranchised processing 
between its formal output and its 
tiers of content. Contemporary Art’s 
language of content (the conceptual-
visual) preemptively lacks the potency 
to ‘bring abstract and theoretical 
concepts into the perceptual register’ 
when situated at the vast level of 
‘place-within a configuration’, it is sated 
for perception to occupy the level of 
a ‘shape’.4 There is emphatically little 
requisite for thorough engagement 
with exactitude of content at all levels: 
levelled in differing structuring to 
concept apprehension and relatedly 
in bestowing hierarchical interactions 
(that cannot but be different in logics). 
In some regards all this may be mooted 
by the voicing that the openness to 
interpretation is simply an axiom of  
art, e.g. it holds non-didactic properties 
regardless of intent once public. But 
the reflexive and consistently justifiable 
that “art is what you make of it” is 
simply another shackle that contents  
a localisation of artistic ambition. 
Other claimants may voice that any 
book as Contemporary Art is an 

expropriated book. Accurate as the 
secular does become more public 
(my insides are discursive). Inaccurate 
against the backdrop of the very 
demarcated denizenship that coheres 
Contemporary Art—that, to be blunt, 
caters to differing abilities of one’s 
given life. Bootlegged conceptualism 
is open source insofar as it is available 
for interpretation and personal taking, 
but insubstantial in its refined operants 
of return that bask in this too-well 
prepped setting. Lucrative calamities 
in viewership consecrate the standing 
relations we have not only in the 
availability of resources but in the 
resource channels that are available 
i.e. what is allowed to be exemplified. 

An artwork book is not solely based 
on its cover, it is however a front. 
Referential gesturing notable in the 
book is a content avenue pointedly 
invoking the ever sought after ‘more 
than’ contra a traceable path that is, 
or has even been, well defined: more 
than I can say alone, more than we 
can presently do, more than we can 
presently think, more that was once 
possible, more than time can do, 
more than art can possibly do etc. etc. 
Moreover all while under the limelight 
of the doctrines of Contemporary 
Art. Individuated intrigue, nicheness, 
or historical injunctions here cause 
extracted outputs to hold a paradoxical 
formal privileging that places primacy 
on what content may bear or want  

4. Sybille Kramer, “Writing, 
Notational Iconicity, Calculus: On 
Writing as a Cultural Technique,” 
Project Muse, vol. 118, no. 3, 
April 2003, 518 - 537.
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to say; the utility of a book’s ‘title’ 
is but the most tangible instance of 
present day conceptualism’s choice 
overriding detail.

A book at work dips itself into 
provisional worded tenants; it gives 
you a reading list, construes an artist’s 
empathy with course materials and 
forges foggy alliances. Regurgitative 
tales of this arty work become empty 
proclamations to the sort that ‘lived 
experience is general’, or ‘time is 
general’, with no interrogation as 
to what said entailments actually 
mean, effectuate or how one’s take 
will act on these definitions. Art is for 
everyone they may say, Art and Life 
they may say, Interdiscipline they may 
say, Legacy they may say, I Write and I 
read they may say. Post-x they may say. 
But we interject a locational compass: 
Who is everyone? Whose Life? What 
interdiscipline? Legacy now? Why  
am I? Post-What? 

The last-standing claimants may now 
state that this inbuilt mess, or read 
application and the paradoxes of art, is 
a mess that should be embraced—the 
beauty of the bootleg—as this, after all, 
is truthfully our inherited situation. But 
this again would seem to be avoidant 
of the fact that an end product has a 
security that differs in kind, but holds 
as its primary asset, the indeterminate 
mediating processes themselves i.e. an 
intertwined meta-narrative is what is 

disregarded. Such claimants possess, 
a sort of performative take on the 
world that alleviates one’s abilities 
to retroactively bank on presentist 
acts (that of course will forever pass 
… I read to I read). A compromised 
expropriation that approximates 
chaotic mess, more often than not, to 
implicate a non-causal (as we are only 
causes of it) internal rupturing to that 
which holds sway over us: art is the 
ride and we must hold one.

Disengaged books and disengaged 
readers cannot be responsible to alter 
an art that is endowed with the life 
that once was (living a hangover, the 
still structuring of the ‘now’). These 
are two reframings of the very same 
listless rabbit hole. And why must we 
begin to question the golden mantras 
such as ‘art and life’? As the life of 
Contemporary Art not only holds few 
compelling threads but bears self-
interests that hold sway over the lives 
of others. Moreover with this in mind, 
it is the cognitive framework we need 
to confront if any labours are to be 
taken with complicity. Complacency 
and waiting are far from the most 
assistive lived measures if we are to 
sense disquietude. Life, as ill-defined 
coherence to what is happening or 
has happened, lacks the self-defeat to 
partition what of life ought to be given 
up (or thus no longer fed). Such nominal 
frames cannot but be conservative to 
those that have a life to live.
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A six-year-old girl has penned a bilingual letter to Government asking why hamsters are 
banned from NZ because she wants one for her birthday. Two days later the Ministry for 
Primary Industries sent Taumaihiroa Tawhai-Porter a bilingual reply.1

We stated in the issue one editorial of HAMSTER that the serial 
publication was conceived in order to explore some of the ways we 
could potentially puncture, or reshape the mainstream media, its 
conception of the cultural landscape of Aotearoa, and its attendant 
forms of reality. Now, in the third and final issue of the ‘post-
truth’ trilogy of HAMSTER, there is a chance to reflect on what this 
provocation has produced. But is it even worthwhile trying to evaluate 
success in relation to a one-way conversation with a retrenched and 
calcified hegemonic system of representation? As Samuel Jackson states 
in this issue,

In the contemporary world, consistency is a technique of control, 
where through institutionalised capitalism, indelibly associated 
with the industrial science / entertainment complex, neoliberalism 
constructs a mature scepticism and all projects outside of the 
market—and therefore outside of the centre coalition of power—are 
branded as paranoid, idealistic, and probably unfortunate.2

HAMSTER is a project that operates outside of the market. There 
is no advertising in the magazine and copies are not sold but 
freely distributed. It is funded from resources that are publically 
contestable. Describing non-market contemporary cultural production  
to the uninitiated one is often met with a pitying look that indicates 
a judgement of naïve and unfortunate idealism.

Mother, Veronica Tawhai says, “This is a good time for her to learn how to engage with 
the government if she wants to do that. Voting every three years is not the only way to 
have discourse with Government.”3

At the conclusion of issue three, over forty writers and artists 
have been commissioned to produce work exploring: the omniscience 
of the konbini, the seductive linguistic density and opacity of 
pyramid schemes, a smash and grab raid on Christchurch Art Gallery’s 
most prized possession, the life and career of Daphne Simons, the 
inherent ambiguity of memory, the magical coalescence of ice and ink, 
a series of haunting narratives comically illustrated, and ad hoc 
urban solutions for work and play. In short, projects that imagine 
alternative perspectives and champion an idealism of plurality and 
hope. In this vein, it is perhaps appropriate to let the last word  
go to the 2046 Walters Prize Winner, Daphne Simons,

As with comedy, I take art seriously because I believe in its power 
to posit questions in multiple directions. To maintain this ability, 
I think it is important that it doesn’t take itself too seriously, 
maintains a critical distance from its conventions and constantly 
challenges boundaries and notions of ‘normalcy’. I approach it 
more like comedy. Humour is unique in that it enables “cognitive 
dissonance”—the ability to hold more than one incongruous belief  
or attitude in your head simultaneously, which is so important  
for combatting contemporary cognitive biases.4

JAMIE HANTON

EDITORIAL BOOKEND

1. Talisa Kupenga, Six-year-
old seeks answers for NZ 
hamster ban, Māori Television, 
11 May 2017, http://www.
maoritelevision.com/news/
regional/six-year-old-seeks-
answers-nz-hamster-ban.
2. Samuel Jackson, “To conspire 
is to build a world of secrets: 
Part II”, HAMSTER 3, (September, 
2018): 54.
3. Talisa Kupenga, Six-year-
old seeks answers for NZ 
hamster ban, Māori Television, 
11 May 2017, http://www.
maoritelevision.com/news/
regional/six-year-old-seeks-
answers-nz-hamster-ban.
4. Chloe Geoghegan, “Being 
Serious with Daphne Simons:  
Part Three”, HAMSTER 3, 
(September, 2018): 73-74.
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“A Queer Rodent,” Taranaki 
Herald online, Volume XLVIII, 
Issue 11780, March 24 
1900, accessed September 
3 2018, https://paperspast.
natlib.govt.nz/newspapers/
TH19000324.2.42?query=a+ 
queer+rodent.
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